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About This Game

Story

When Sarah inherits her great-uncle's old country home, she has no idea about the dark secret she has stumbled upon and into
what obscure world it will take her to. Help Sarah solve the mystery and escape the malicious clutches of the old mansion. Fear
is a constant companion on your journey. No matter the dark shadows lurking behind every corner, creeping beasts or demons

from another dimension: You have to face your greatest fears to defeat the darkness.

Features

Creeping shadows, huge spiders or terrifying monsters that are coming for you: Experience your personal nightmare
through the game's “fear recognition mechanic”

While fighting your way through this nightmare you'll have to solve various riddles to get to the root of this evil and
defeat it

Face your Fears in 3 different chapters with a total of 29 sequences

Experience thrilling graphics set in an atmospheric environment which will turn your blood cold
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Title: Obscuritas
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
VIS-Games
Publisher:
Ravenscourt
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win Vista/7/8/10 (32/64Bit)

Processor: AMD/Intel mit 2,8 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or comparable AMD graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German
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so i guess the game is dead dead. played for an hour. no1 was in chat. ENG:

Sadly even if this game is or can be "Unity asset flip" -a game, this is only & the best battle royale theme of the game in steam,
that have multiplayer & can play in offline mode with AI.

Everyting else BR games are F2P or need internet connection or they are only multiplayer a game or they don't have AI, that i
don't play.

That why, i can recoment this a game because, it's almost only one.

FIN:

Valitettavasti täytyy sanoa että ja vaikka tämä peli olisi "Unity asset flip" -peli niin, tämä on ainut ja paras battle royale
-teemainen peli steamissa, jossa on moninpeliä ja jota voi pelata AI:n kanssa, joka toimii offline tilassa.

Kaikki muut BR -pelit ovat joko vain F2P pelejä tai moninpelejä tai vaativat jatkuvan internet yhteyden tai niitä ei voi pelata
offline moodissa tai ole AI tekoäly vastustajia ja näitä peli tyyppejä minä en pelaa.

Ja siksi minä voin suositella tätä peliä, koska tämä on lähes ainut.. No patch that mess with the achievements yet.. One of the
greatest turn based roguelikes out there. A game with hidden depth, surprisingly hard difficulty, and the good ol' "one more run"
feel.

You control a hacker that navigates their way through a system full of viruses and daemons, and most of the time end up dying
trying. The enemies all have unique movements, such as the virus moves two spaces instead of one, or the cryptog isn't visible
until it's in your sights. Getting trapped by a bunch of enemies at once is common, especially if you don't play smart!

Luckily, to counter the horde, there are a lot of powerups. These powerups each counter a specific enemy type, and make tough
situations possible, that is if you have resources. To use powerups, you need either Energy or Credits. You collect these with
siphons. But you only get two per floor, adding a descision making element to the game. "Do I want this powerup? Should I just
grab these resources instead? Or how about take some score?" And to add on to this, each time you take a powerup, it spawns a
specific amount of enemies, making each situation risk/reward.

The controls are great, just a simple WASD and number keys, or you can even just use your mouse.

A lot of your deaths will be because of RNG, and that is one of my only complaints. RNG is such a gamble, and a lot of the time
ends with the game over screen.

This is the perfect coffee break game, each run is about 10 minutes long, and it saves your progress if you exit the game.

Easily 9.8/10! Grab the DLC too!. guess who's back up in the mix
with my lime brown hair and my big white lips. Wow trying to win the scenario, Conquests of Alexander, on Deity within 37
turns is definitely extremely difficult, but if you can get the achievement, you'll be quite pleased with yourself! I can't believe I
did it. Anyway, two more Civs in the game? Who could pass that up?. This is nice arcade game when play with keyboard and
mouse. Space flight simulator? No, this is terrible with joystick. I am big fan of space flight simulators. xvt and freespace. 3rd
person and mouse = overpowered = arcade.

Sorry my bad english.. It could have beeen a good game, but the timer is a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. At the
moment I can't recommend Xlarn for the money. :( Although it does bring back a lot of nostalgic memories at the moment I
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think its really only worth $1.00 max. it should actually be free in my opinion, but credit where credit is due, it IS a reworking
of Larn for the modern day devices but sorry it just doesn't take it far enough, no sound, levels don't fill the playing area (height
wise).. It is a start but there still a lot more to do. I've contacted the team and made my suggestions and they say they'll take them
onboard and see what they can do. This game has a lot of potential. but at the moment, sorry i can't recommend it. We'll see
what time brings to the game
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As much fun as this game is, it runs like abolute crap, keeps on black screening on me, forcing me to close it. I hate when I can
run some old games but not others. I think I'll have to play this game elsewhere. Also the Steam overlay seems to most of the
time, hate running with this game....you can't minimize it...you have to close the game to get rid of it.. Was probably good in its
day but now.....meh!. I came.
A rainbow.. I really loved the art style in this game. Seems like it has a lot of replayability due to all the different endings and
the achievements. Every aspect of the adventure was perfect for me and i would highly recommend it to anyone who loves
gore/horror etc. And i look forward to playing Bad Dream: Fever!. After more than a year of Early Access, I am afraid that the
developers of this game have abandoned it. Quite common in the gaming industry by the way. Moreover when I played this
game, I really had no idea what was I doing or what was going on. In spite of this, I managed to win my first game!
Achievement fanatics would love this by the way. Other than that, I can't recommend this game at its present state of
development because content and dept is lacking.

. Kind of like playing XCom, but with extremely clumsy controls, movement, and combat. Actaully, the rest of the gameplay is
awkward too. Real time only, no saving, and for some unknown reason no matter how much you salvage during a mission you
can only ever bring 2 things back onboard the ship. I don't think I'll be finishing this.

Translations, AI and Modern Updates 113132 / 113044 / 113034:

Hello Commanders,

With the successful launch of 1v1 ranked season 2[planetaryannihilation.com] with new leaderboards it’s back to toiling away in
the update mines.

In the background, work continues on our tech upgrade and the prerequisites necessary to transition to the new PAnet
infrastructure. While these 2019 long-term goals remain long-term, we still want to deliver some additional improvements to the
game that is currently in your hands and ensure support for the widest playerbase possible.

You can try out our modern build branch, which will eventually replace the legacy branch, if you’d like to enjoy some
performance and stability enhancements right now including an update to Coherent UI, the framework for our moddable user
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interface.

With 113132 we have switched to the modern build[planetaryannihilation.com] as our default client and we hope you enjoy the
performance enhancements of our modern toolchain[planetaryannihilation.com]

If you have any issues with modern you can switch to legacy[support.planetaryannihilation.com]

See our Happy New Year update[planetaryannihilation.com] for a reminder of the modern build details.

Translations. The 1.1 Patch will be available on June 15th 2018!:
Hello survivors!

We know it's been a while since we gave you news about the game, because we were hard at work on this HUGE 1.1 Patch!. As
you may remember https://steamcommunity.com/games/573120/announcements/detail/2993081311584062605 we had a LOT
of things planned for it!

And... we have some great news! This patch will have everything we wanted to include!

But that's not all. We even added things that we didn't announce in the previous post :) So, there will be some surprises!

Finally, a lot of you guys have asked us to give an ETA about the Patch. We unfortunately can't give you that...

...

We have even better: a release date! Dead In Vinland 1.1 will be available on June 15th 2018, so next week!

From today, we're going to show you sneak peeks of the new features on our Twitter page, so don't hesitate to follow us. And
today, we start with one of the most wanted features: the Skip mode for the dialogues!

https://youtu.be/CVfeRNrZ3z0

We're really excited about this upcoming patch, because it will bring many features that a lot of players wanted, so we hope you
guys will enjoy the game even more!

Happy surviving!
. New Characters + More are coming to Hyperdimension Neptunia Rebirth1!:
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NEW DLC INCOMING!! We are stoked to announce that three additional DLC for the Steam release of Hyperdimension
Neptunia Re;Birth1 will be available starting September 5 @11AM PDT with a WEEKLONG 40% OFF DISCOUNT!

The new DLC will include:. New Release Date - August 24th:
Sorry for the delay! The release date of Driftpunk Racer has been moved to August 24th. We decided to spend more time
working on the game in order to polish some of the features. Hope for your understanding!. More information on the next
update!:
Hello! Currently, our team is working on the upcoming update that is scheduled for mid-September, this update will be the
largest ever.

 List of main innovations: 
1) New location "Primorye".
2) The system of cancellation of actions (use of objects, interaction, etc.).
3) A new branch of quests to reset the reputation to neutral (for all factions but traitors).
4) Three new models of weapons: XM8 LMG, AKS-74U, Pistol Yarygin.
5) Improved melee system, now there's no need to aim accurately at the scope.
6) Possibility to choose a settlement for respawn after the death of the character.

This list is not complete, some more important mechanics and a lot of small fixes are in development, we'll tell about them later.
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. Beta complete. PAX East! Release!!:
As we wrap up the beta, I want to shout out a big THANKS to everyone who participated, especially those who reported bugs
and played a bunch of online games with me!

Though the beta is over, this week will be an exciting week for Splody, as it will be at PAX East! Come stop by my booth, say
hello, and compete in daily Splody tournaments.

A week after that, on the 21st of March in the year 2017, Splody releases on Steam. Though I've worked on many other games
before, this is my first release since setting out as an independent developer, so I'm super excited for this! I will look forward to
seeing new players online, and meeting more people much better at my game than I am =).. 20% off Dead In Bermuda if you
already own Dead In Vinland!:
Hello survivors!
We hope you're okay. Just a small news to tell you that we set up a small discount for Dead In Vinland players 
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If you already own Dead In Vinland, then you get a 20% discount on Dead In Bermuda 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/384310

(You just need to check the "Dead In Games" Bundle on the page to get the discount!)

If you haven't played it yet, it's the game we made before Dead In Vinland. Still a survival/management game about a group of
survivors on an unknown and dangerous island, but this time, it's set in the modern era :)

The perfect game to keep you waiting before the DLC's release of Dead In Vinland!

Happy surviving!
. Golden Week Holiday Announcement:
Hi All

We hope you are doing great and enjoying all the Playism games!

As Playism is based in Japan, we wanted to notify you all that due to the extended Japanese holidays this year for Golden Week
at the start of May, we will be closing our offices and operations from April 27th to May 6th.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, however, we will be back on May 7th, and shall handle all issues from then
onwards.

Regards
The Playism Team

---

Playism. Mar 11, 2019 Update:

 Added a sound switch

 Refactored the underlying code of the Load-Save system

 Improved Image loading performance

. So, you want to be a Space Viking Raider? [NEW VIDEO]:
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Dreadrick "Deadeyes" will show you how on the  Store Page 
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